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ABSTRACT 

 

Roufi Islamanofita Istighfarah. 03330042. Influence Of Practice Physical To Density Of Bone At 

White Mouse (Rattus Norvegicus) Young Age And Adult. 

 

Improvement a spark of life age represent one measuring rod efficacy of development of health 

in Indonesia. Age Indonesia society a spark of life is 64,7 year (1995-2000) and become 67,68 

year (2000-2005) so that estimated in the year 2005 proportion resident of old age will reach 

8,4% or about 18,4 million head and resident population continue tired age 18,4 million in 2005, 

19,7% from the population suffer osteoporosis. However, osteoporosis also represent desease 

silent so that no wonder often times patient do not realize that natural himself of bone damage. ( 

Meutia, 2005). 

This research aim to know influence of physical practice to density of bone at White Mouse 

(Rattus norvegicus) young age and adult. This Research type is including True Experiment 

Research. Population in this research is 28 female white mouse tail consist of 2 treatment that is 

mouse group without physical (kontrol) and group of mouse given physical practice. Control 

group consist of 7 young age mouse tail and 7 adult age mouse tail while treatment group cover 7 

young age mouse tail and 7 adult age mouse tail. 

Pursuant result of t test at density of white mouse bone indicate that young age mouse group 

without physical practice have difference of density of real bone with young age mouse group 

which given by physical practice. While that happened at adult age mouse group without 

physical practice have difference of density of real bone with adult age mouse group which given 

by physical practice. Same thing also happened in young age mouse group which given by 

physical practice have difference of density of real bone with adult age mouse group which given 

by physical practice. young Age mouse with physical practice have average density of higher 

level bone that is 1357,429 m/second than young age mouse without physical practice that is 

1262,5 m/second. Adult age mouse with physical practice have average density of higher level 

bone that is 1396,143 m/second than adult age mouse without treatment of physical practice that 

is 1373,643 m/ second. Young mouse age group without physical practice have long average of 

larger ones bone that is 3,128 cm than young age mouse group average with physical practice 

that is 2,561 cm. Adult mouse age group without physical practice have long average of smaller 

bone that is 3,035 gram than mouse group average with physical practice that is 3,277 gram. 

Young mouse age group without physical practice have smaller heavy average that is 0,515 gram 

than young age mouse group average with physical practice that is 0,530 gram. Adult mouse age 

group without physical practice have smaller very lazy average that is 0,575 gram than adult age 

mouse group average with physical practice that is 0,673 gram. 



 


